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Abstract. This paper suggests the integration of a new, universal decompo-
sition method for the class of abstract operator equations B1x = f in CAS
software Mathematica, in order to have the exact solutions in an arbitrary
Banach space. The application of the analytical solution method in numerical
examples is a tedious, complicated and time-consuming task. Combining the
algorithmic structure of the theoretical solution method and the symbolic ca-
pabilities of an established CAS software, the formation of the exact solutions
of ordinary or partial integro-di�erential equations with nonlocal and initial
boundary conditions becomes an easy task.

Introduction

We investigate the problem B1x = f where operator B1 can be written as a
product of two other correct operators B0, B i.e. B1 = B0B. The methodology
for the formation of the unique solution is developed based on previous work of
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

Theorem. LetX and Z be Banach spaces, Z ⊆ X, the vectorsG = (g1, ..., gm),

G0 = (g
(0)
1 , ..., g

(0)
m ), S0 = (s

(0)
1 , ..., s

(0)
m ) ∈ Xm, the components of the vectors

F = col(F1, ..., Fm) and Φ = col(Φ1, ...,Φm) belong to X∗ and Z∗, respectively,
and the operators B0, B,B1 : X → X be de�ned by

B0x = A0x−G0Φ(x) = f, D(B0) = D(A0) ⊂ Z, (1)

Bx = Ax−GF (Ax) = f, D(B) = D(A), (2)

B1x = A0Ax− S0F (Ax)−G0Φ(Ax) = f, D(B1) = D(A0A), (3)

where A0 and A are linear correct operators on X and G ∈ D(A0)m. Then the
following statements are satis�ed:
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(i) If

S0 ∈ R(B0)m and S0 = B0G = A0G−G0Φ(G), (4)

then the operator B1 can be decomposed in B1 = B0B.
(ii) If in addition the components of the vector F = col(F1, ..., Fm) are linearly
independent elements of X∗ and since the operator B1 can be decomposed in
B1 = B0B, then (4) is ful�lled.
(iii) If the operator B1 can be decomposed in B1 = B0B then B1 is correct if and
only if the operators B0 and B are correct which means that

detL0 = det[Im − Φ(A−10 G0)] 6= 0 and detL = det[Im − F (G)] 6= 0. (5)

(iv) If the operator B1 has the decomposition in B1 = B0B and is correct, then
the unique solution of (3) is

x = B−11 f = A−1A−10 f +A−1GL−1F (A−10 f) (6)

+
[
A−1A−10 G0 +A−1GL−1F (A−10 G0)

]
L−10 Φ(A−10 f).

1. The Solution Algorithm

In Mathematica' s environment, we program the solution method in 3 steps.
Step 1. Obtain a description of the problem. De�ne the functions and the

operators f, F,Φ, Go, So, G,A
−1, A−1o involved in the abstract operator equation

B1x = f , with B1 de�ned as in (3).
Step 2. Check the correctness criteria for B0, and B as given in (5).
Step 3. If the operator B1 has the decomposition B1 = B0B and is correct,

then the unique solution of (3) is (6).

2. Working with Operators in Mathematica

Think of an expression like f[x] as being formed by applying an operator f to the
expression x. An expression like f[g[x]] is the result of composing the operators f
and g, and applying the result to x. In Mathematica, we set f to be a pure function
by the following formula ([6]):
f = (3 + #)&
Input: f[a], f[b]
Output: 3 + a, 3 + b

3. Performance and Code E�ciency

The core part of the code for the automated solving of (3) is given in the �gures
below. For the abstract operator equations of examples 1,2 we present the input
needed to de�ne the problem, the input to check the correctness of B0, and B, and
the input that generates the unique solution (see �gures 1, 2 correspondingly).
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Figure 1. Mathematica codes for solving Example 1

Example 1. Let B1 : C[0, π] → C[0, π] the operator corresponding to the
problem:

x′′′(t)− sin t

∫ π

0

t2x′′(t)dt− cos t

∫ π/2

0

(t+ 1)x′′(t)dt = sin 2t, (7)

x(0) + x(π) = 0, x′(0) + 3x′(π) = 0, x′′(0) + x′′(π) = 0,

Example 2. Let Π = {(t, s) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ t, s ≤ 1}. An operator B1 : C(Π) →
C(Π) corresponds to the problem:

x′′ts(t, s)− t3s
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

s2x′t(t, s)dtds− ts2
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

tx′t(t, s)dtds = 5t2 + s, (8)

x′t, x
′′
ts ∈ C(Π), x(0, s) = s2

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

x(t, s)dtds,

x′t(t, 0) = t

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

sx′t(t, s)dtds,

Conclusion

The proposed algorithmic problem solving follows a new, universal decomposition
method and is reproducible in Mathematica for any abstract operator equation of
the kind of (3), with appropriate adjustments concerning operators and functions.
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Figure 2. Mathematica codes for solving Example 2
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